The world’s first global health and safety management system

ISO 45001:2018

(Insert your name here)
BSI spans the world

- 4,500 colleagues & 11,900 experts
- 86,000 clients in 193 countries
- 13,000 active product certifications
- 2,700 new standards per year
- 56,000 consulting days delivered last 12 months
- 2,700 new standards per year
- 150,000 delegates trained last 12 months
- 227,000 audit days delivered last 12 months
- 13,000 active product certifications
- 56,000 consulting days delivered last 12 months

BSI clients represent

- 53% of Fortune 500
- 64% of FTSE 100
- 58% of Nikkei Index

* Number of standards available on BSOL
BSI an innovator for over a century

**Quality Management**  
BS 5750 (1979) > ISO 9001 (1987)

**Environmental Management**  

**Information security**  

**Occupational Health & Safety**  

**Business Continuity**  

By Royal Charter
ISO 45001 Development

International experts considered:

• Basic principles of BS OHSAS 18001:2007 (maintenance and improvement)
• The need to ‘provide safe and healthy workplaces’
• Focus on prevention
• Reflect increasingly complex organizational environments
• Integration with other ISO MS
• Mandated alignment to HLS
Why ISO 45001:2018?

First globally recognized standard for OH&S

HLS integrates with ISO management system standards
Why ISO 45001:2018

Protecting and enhancing your most important asset to drive business excellence

Demonstrating brand responsibility by committing to safe, healthy and sustainable work

Legal and regulatory compliance whilst reducing business losses
Aims of ISO 45001:2018

1. Provide a safe and healthy workplace
2. Prevent work-related injury and ill-health
3. Manage OH&S risks, improve performance and support legal compliance
4. Provide a framework for managing OH&S risks
New and enhanced themes in ISO 45001:2018

These will:
- Align OH&S with strategic objectives
- Give Occupational Health and Safety higher prominence in an organization
- Create a more engaged workforce that feels involved
These will:

- Help identify opportunities which could benefit the organization
- Create a more proactive OH&S culture
- Go beyond accident prevention to create a healthier, more productive workforce
New and enhanced themes in ISO 45001:2018

These will:
- Make organization more agile
- Protect your reputation and brand with a more robust supply chain
- Continually improve
Other changes

Definition of ‘worker’

Process not procedure

Documented Information
ISO 45001:2018 within industry

- Manufacturing
- Automotive
- Built Environment
ISO 45001:2018 within industry

Aerospace

Food

Healthcare
Links between ISO 45001 and BSI Organizational Resilience

1. Leadership
2. Vision and Purpose
6. Culture

3. Reputational Risk

5. Resource Management
12. Supply Chain
13. Horizon Scanning
16. Adaptive Capacity

8. Awareness and testing
9. Alignment
10. Governance and Accountability

13. Information and Knowledge management

BSI confidential proprietary information to be used for internal evaluation only
How BSI can support you

ISO 45001 Implementation
Upgrading from OHSAS 18001 to ISO 45001
Adopting ISO 45001 with BSI

We can help on every step of your journey

- Whether you are implementing ISO 45001 as new
- Or upgrading from OHSAS 18001

- Buy the standard
- Book a BSI training course
- Download support material
- Implement ISO 45001
- Achieve certification and continually improve
Buy the standard

Online from the BSI Shop or from your National Standards Body

Consider BS 45002-0 (Guidelines for application of ISO 45001)
Book a BSI ISO 45001 training course

Start as soon as possible with our comprehensive range of courses

For those who are upgrading from OHSAS 18001

- Senior Management briefing
- Migration training from OHSAS 18001
- Implementing changes from OHSAS 18001

And for those who are new to management systems and ISO 45001

- Introduction to ISO 45001
- Implementing ISO 45001
- Auditor training
- Executive Leadership seminar
Download support material
Implement ISO 45001

• Keep talking to your BSI contact

• Gap assessment service could help save you time

• Strengthen your resilience with a BSI Capacity Building Programme to embed the standard throughout your organization

• Talk to us to book in your transition assessment
Achieve certification and continually improve

- Celebrate and promote your achievement
- ISO 45001 will help you to continue to maintain and improve a safe and healthy workplace
ISO 45001 in summary

It’s a great opportunity improve OH&S performance, protect your people and make your organization more resilient

Start your upgrade now to benefit early

BSI can support you along this journey

Visit www.bsigroup.com
making excellence a habit.